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ABSTRACT

Design and Development of a Dynamic Web App Library for HydroShare

Alexander Hart Henrichsen
Department of Civil and Construction Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
This paper documents the design and creation of an App Library for HydroShare water
resources data and software discovery and sharing system. This App Library was developed to
simplify the discovery process for using environmental web applications and to lower hosting
requirements for such a repository. To accomplish this goal, I created the HydroShare App
Library as a standalone web application using the React JavaScript framework. The App Library
application uses the existing HydroShare resource connectors to allow the registration of all web
applications within the App Library without having external software requirements. This allows
the HydroShare App Library to be a centralized location for web app developers to register their
tools and models using their preferred software while allowing water resources managers,
engineers, scientists, and decision-makers to find these tools in a single location.
The developed HydroShare App Library allows the discovery of all web applications that
are included in the HydroShare ecosystem and not just CUAHSI-owned web apps. This is done
by using a dynamic table with React that automatically updates the user interface without having
to reload entire pages. This approach allows this web app to reduce processing for the App
Library by only rendering web app entries that are relevant to the current user. This allows the
App Library to grow and continue to be effective as more web applications are registered in
HydroShare and are discoverable within the App Library.

Keywords: HydroShare, hydroinformatics, web applications, CUAHSI, data services, decision
support applications
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Rise of Web Apps

Web applications (web apps) have become increasing popular especially in the field of
environmental management (Crawley et al., 2017; Dile et al., 2016; Evans et al., 2020;
Horsburgh et al., 2016; Swain et al., 2015, 2016; Wen et al., 2013). Web apps are loosely defined
as a single-purpose, user-oriented, modular, web-accessible tools (Ames et al., 2015).
Environmental web apps are defined as web apps that perform common tasks and models related
to environmental science and engineering (Swain et al., 2015, 2016).The advent and rise of cloud
computing further increased the popularity of web apps (Crawley et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2013).
This service allows web apps access to more data and processing capabilities than traditionally
available in web browsers.
Web apps have been growing in popularity for multiple reasons. One reason web apps are so
popular is their accessibility (Crawley et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). Unlike program scripts,
web apps have a user interface that lowers the technical barrier to run and does not require the
user to download the tool like desktop applications(Swain et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019). Web
app user interfaces enables app users to obtain and understand results from the web app without a
technical background of the web app’s software (Crawley et al., 2017; Demir & Krajewski,
2013; Khattar et al., 2021).
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Another benefit for web apps is their ability to reproduce scientific results (Horsburgh et al.,
2016). The first part of reproducibility is the ability to verify results given the same data. There is
an increasing trend for funding agencies and journals to require reproducible data, models, and
methods. Web apps gives researchers a way to distribute their tools or models. This allows other
experts the ability to access, run, and verify the tool or model. This allows greater confidence in
the tools and models that the web apps provide (Evans et al., 2020; Horsburgh et al., 2016). The
other element of web app reproducibility is the ability to reuse the model with new inputs. This
allows users to access models and tools that normally only the tool developer would be able to
run (Horsburgh et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2013). Because web apps spread expertise, they are
commonly used in collaboration with other fields and to further research (Horsburgh et al., 2016;
Khattar et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2013).
Another benefit for web apps is the ability to connect over the internet. With the advent of cloud
computing, web apps are able to harness processing power and data storage than is traditionally
available through web browsers (Crawley et al., 2017; Swain et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2013). Web
apps are no longer limited to the web browser or hardware of the end user (Ames et al., 2015).
This allows app users access to both more data and the ability to process said data. Along with
the removal of traditional hardware limitation, data sharing availability has also increased
(Horsburgh et al., 2016). Many web apps are able to automatically upload data from other parts
of the internet (Crawley et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2020; Horsburgh et al., 2016).

1.2.1

Current Issues with Web App Development

While there are many benefits to web app development, there are some major challenges to web
app development. The first problem associated with environmental web app development is the
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ability to create and maintain these apps. These hurtles can be subdivided into four specific
hurtles. The first is the software hurdle, which includes discovering and learning process of new
3rd party software needed for web app development (Swain et al., 2015). Secondly, the
orchestration hurdle includes the programmatic management of different programming
languages inherent in environmental web app development. Third is the web development
hurdle. This hurdle is the actual creation of the web app, which includes the implementation of
software in the previous two hurdles (Swain et al., 2016). Lastly is the deployment hurdle, which
is the process of hosting and maintaining web apps.
Another challenge for web app development is the sharing of web apps (Khattar et al., 2021;
Wen et al., 2013). The primary barrier has traditionally sharing web app source codes to different
end users to host independently (Khattar et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2017). This is caused by the
difference of web app backend software that is incompatible within the same environment. This
inability to share web apps limits cooperation between different fields of study (Khattar et al.,
2021; Wen et al., 2013). The difficulty to share web apps leads to duplication of existing tools
inside of alternate deployment environments. The incompatibility between web apps means that
there is no standardized way to install and host web apps (Khattar et al., 2021). Even with the
introduction of service-oriented architectures and reusable frameworks, these problems still exist,
limiting the distribution of web apps (Evans et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2013).
While there are many technical reasons why web app sharing is restricted, there are other nontechnical reasons as well. One well-documented non-technical issues is the financial accessibility
of software packages for web apps. Web app developers may not have the option to pay for
proprietary software services (e.g., Google maps platform, Amazon web services), compelling
these developers to use open-source alternatives. These open-source software packages tend to
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be more niche in use cases and are generally not considered replacements for proprietary
software (Garbin & Fisher, 2010; Miller et al., 2010; Steiniger & Weibel, 2010; Swain et al.,
2015, 2016).

1.2

Frameworks to Increase Discoverability of Water Resources Apps

1.2.1

Iowa Flood Information System

The Iowa Flood Information System (IFIS), shown in Figure 1, attempts to solve several of the
challenges noted above, with the creation of an Environmental Information System (EIS) (Demir
et al., 2018; Demir & Krajewski, 2013; Krajewski et al., 2017). The purpose of an EIS to
integrate data management, visualization, analysis, modeling, and communication capabilities.
To accomplish this, The Iowa Flood Center integrated databases that store raw and processed
data with hydrologic models and a client ended web application (Demir & Krajewski, 2013).
Every fifteen minutes, data are automatically uploaded onto IFIS, and the model updates the
latest conditions. Both historic and real time data can be visually obtained through the front end
web app (Demir et al., 2018). These data include hydrologic model predictions and over 500
stream and soil sensors.
The IFIS solves the issue of obtaining actionable and understandable data needed for flood
decision-makers (Krajewski et al., 2017). Users of this EIS no longer need to visit multiple sites
to obtain the information they need regarding flooding in Iowa. The visual front end allows users
without a technical background to obtain and interpret data (Demir & Krajewski, 2013). The
IFIS also increases the amount of information available. Data are collected and processed every
quarter hour, increasing the response time to potential flooding events. There is also greater
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access to flood information data, allowing more people access this information in a centralized
location (Demir et al., 2018). Not only can users access past flood events, but they are able to
access real time flood risks.

Figure 1 Iowa Flood Information System Web App Flood Potential with Rain Scenario
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While there are major benefits to the IFIS, there are some shortcomings to increase web app
discoverability. The first issue is that the data are tightly integrated with the model and web app
(Demir et al., 2018). This adds additional steps to duplicating the EIS or implementing the
software for different use cases (i.e., in different regions). The integration of the data may also
make it harder to obtain the data alternative from the visual web app output (Demir et al., 2018).
The size of IFIS presents another problem for increasing web app discoverability. The IFIS
processes over 50 GB of data daily and stores these data for up to two weeks (Demir et al.,
2018). This requires the IFIS host, the Iowa Flood Center, to commit the storage capacity to
maintain the EIS. Even with the size of the IFIS, there has been information that they have not
been able to put within the existing infrastructure. A secondary web app was created to display
3D augmented reality simulations of flood events (Demir et al., 2018). Even in this narrow
application (flood decision in Iowa) a single EIS is insufficient. Therefore, it is not practical to
use an EIS as a replacement to increase the availability of web applications.

1.2.2

OpenGMS Framework

The challenges with web execution of models have also been addressed with a framework called
OpenGMS. OpenGMS is a framework that attempts to increase the discoverability and reduce
duplication of geoanalytic models (Wen et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019, 2021).
OpenGMS allows geoanalytic models to be hosted and run through web services (Yue et al.,
2016). This is done by first encapsulating the model, which standardizes inputs and outputs of all
models. The encapsulated model is then made discoverable online for users to run. When
selected by a user, the model is run using cloud computing (Wen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019).
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OpenGMS addresses many issues in the modeling community. Models traditionally exist only on
local machines of the model developer, but with OpenGMS, the models are now available
globally (Zhang et al., 2021). Because the encapsulation process works with or without the
model’s source code, much more models can be made available (Wen et al., 2013). Model users
also benefit from cloud computing resources as opposed to being limited by their own machines
(Zhang et al., 2019). This allows models to be available to more people and may also speed up
the rate the model runs.
Though OpenGMS provides a service that is not available otherwise, there are drawbacks with
converting this framework for web apps. A major drawback is that the encapsulation process for
OpenGMS is different for each format standard for models (Zhang et al., 2019, 2021). Unlike
models, which have different but well defined format standards, web apps have very little
standardization in how data are input, stored, output, or displayed (Swain et al., 2015). There are
also some downsides of having a centralized host for all web apps. OpenGMS uses a centralized
host for processing models, which requires them to operate and maintain a suitable amount of
could computing capability without knowing the intimate details of the models being run (Wen
et al., 2013). Along with some inefficiency in app storage, centrally hosting web apps in this way
reduces the ability to customize and optimize some web apps that is required for some app
developers (Khattar et al., 2021).

1.2.3

Tethys and the App Warehouse

Tethys is a framework that is intended to simplify the creation of environmental web applications
(Swain et al., 2016). The Tethys platform accomplishes this by lowering the coding knowledge
needed by developers, creating standardized templates, and simplifying the process of installing
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and hosting web apps (Swain et al., 2016). Tethys also allows the creation of custom web-based
portals where multiple web apps can be hosted. These portals can be hosted locally on an
individual machine or hosted via web server.
Tethys accomplishes lowering the barrier to web app development in a few different ways. First
Tethys includes the most common free and open-source software (FOSS) libraries in all web
apps (Swain et al., 2015, 2016). These FOSS were chosen after an intensive study of preexisting
environmental web apps. Tethys also has standardized templates for app creation. Tethys also
includes premade entities known as ‘Gizmos’ that reduces the complexity of combining multiple
programming languages into a single web app (Swain et al., 2016). Finally, Tethys allows users
to install web apps onto customizable portals so that all their web apps are in a single location on
their local machine or on the web.
Tethys does reduce the barrier to environmental web app creation, yet the framework does have
its challenges. Though it does lower the knowledge gap for many web app developers, others
have noted that the software requirements may increase the difficulty for creating a web app
(Wen et al., 2013). Another drawback of Tethys is how web apps are hosted. Web apps are
hosted in personalized portals, leading to a single web app that may be hosted multiple times
(Swain et al., 2016). These portals have no way of displaying what web apps they contain, nor
does Tethys include a way to discover web apps made within the platform. To address this
second issue, the App Store was developed (Khattar et al., 2021).
The Tethys App Store is a directory of all registered Tethys web apps. The App Store attempts to
simplify the installation process of web apps built within the Tethys Framework. Users of the
App Store can search for web apps and directly install them from within this tool’s user interface
as seen in Figure 2. This is done first by the registration process. Unlike some directories, the
8

App Store does not store the source code of registered web apps. Rather, the App Store stores the
GitHub link of each corresponding app. When an web app is installed, the App Store moves the
source code directly from GitHub to the hosting server (Khattar et al., 2021).

Figure 2 The Landing Page of the Tethys App Store
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The way the Tethys App Store is organized has several advantages. First, the App Store puts the
responsibility of app storage on the web app developer. This prevents increasing storage
requirements for the App Store as more web apps are installed. The App Store will stay
approximately the same size as more web apps are registered into the warehouse. Even with this
major advantage, the App Store is designed primarily for app installation, not app discovery. The
App Store has limited displayed metadata, requiring users to visit each web app’s GitHub page to
get a detailed understanding of each web app. Another issue is that these web apps are not active
until installed and hosted by the app user, requiring the user to still have the requisite server
space and processing power on their individual host server.

1.3

Research Goals of the HydroShare App Library

All these tools listed above have two striking similarities: 1) hosting of web apps are the
responsibility of the end user or intermediate hosting party, and 2) web app discoverability exists
only within the same hosting platform or site. I have created a web app that displays all web apps
regardless of hosting site and leaves the hosting responsibility on the app developer. This new
web app has multiple advantages for app developers, app users, and the web app’s end host.
There are several advantages by giving the app developer full control of their web apps. The
main advantage is the increased freedom of web app development. Because no software is fully
compatible with all software, any software requirement may cause additional work for web
developers to register their web app in the App Library. The other option for web developers is
to not register their web app, which in turn would have prevented this web app from performing
its designed goal. As such, the App Library does not have software requirements to decrease
additional effort required by app developers and to increase the effectiveness of this web app.
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App developers also benefit by hosting their own web apps. App developers know their web app
hosting requirements more than anyone else. With the hosting responsibility, developers can
optimize both their web app and the hosting platform for optimal performance. Because of the
variability of web app size (note the IFIS), optimal performance or even the ability to run web
apps may not be achievable by a general hosting tool or end users. By distributing hosting, web
app developers have one less requirement to register their web app within the App Library. This
requirement allows web apps that were designed with specific hosting platforms in mind to also
register with my app.
There are also benefits for the end host of the App Library. Because web app hosting is
independent of this web app, the App Library is much smaller. If hosting was required for the
App Library’s host, the app would have to continuously grow the processing and storage size of
this web app. Having a centralized host, may have required the App Library to limit the
maximum size of registered apps, which would have limited which web apps that could be
registered. Another issue with having the App Library be responsible for app hosting, is the
registration process. Because of the lack of software requirements for the registered apps, each
web app must be registered and installed on a case-by-case basis due to the heterogeneity
between web app software. This would first slow down the registration process and act as a soft
ban for hard to install web apps. This process would be like openGMS having to create new
encapsulation for each new model type. By allowing app developers to host their own apps, the
App Library host does not have any hosting requirements for registered web apps.
Thirdly, this web app also benefits the end users of registered web apps as well. As web apps are
already be hosted, app users do not need a technical knowledge to install web apps on their local
machine. The App Library also increases app visibility, as all web apps can be displayed
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regardless of host or underlying software. Not only can app users find more web apps, but users
can compare apps with the displayed metadata. This increased access to web apps, allows users
of the App Library access to more web apps, giving them access to more automated tools and
models in environmental science.
The App Library benefits all three of the main web app stakeholders, namely the developer, host,
and end users. The objective for the App Library was to create a dynamic web app that 1) has no
software limitations on app developers, 2) does not require the web app’s host to host each web
app, and 3) allows app users to have greater access to existing web apps.
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2

BACKGROUND OF TECHNOLOGIES

While many different technologies and software were considered for the App Library, only a few
were chosen. The first requirement was that technologies be free and open source. This
requirement prevents any financial barrier for the hosting party or end users from accessing the
App Library. Software was then chosen by ease of maintenance for the hosting party. The last
major requirement was that chosen software be easy to update and to modify. This requirement
allows future development of this web app, as well as allowing potential variations of the App
Library. Based on these requirements, I chose to use the following major technologies in the
development of the App Library.

2.1

HydroShare and Web App Connectors

2.1.1 What is HydroShare
The first technology I used in design of the App Library is HydroShare. HydroShare is created
by the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI)
(Essawy et al., 2018; Horsburgh et al., 2016). HydroShare is a collaborative environment
designed to increase the ability to share hydrologic data and models. This functionality works in
two ways, displaying of completed data and models and the iteration of incomplete data and
models (Essawy et al., 2018; Gan et al., 2020; Horsburgh et al., 2016).
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HydroShare achieves its goal through their social object approach. This means that they have
different standardized objects that stores data or models known as “resources” (Horsburgh et al.,
2016; Sadler et al., 2015). These resources store the data in a standardized way so that complex
relationships within and between resources can be maintained. Resources can contain complex
file organization as well as defined relationships with other resources. This also allows resources
to be easily discoverable, due to the standardized metadata storage (Horsburgh et al., 2016).
Another advantage of HydroShare that these resources can be shared. Hydroshare resources are
not only stored, but they can be shared in multiple ways. Resources can be hidden to other users,
shared publicly on the internet, or shared only with certain other HydroShare users. Shared
resources can then be copied for their local use.
The first major use for Hydroshare is the ability to share completed data. Any user can make an
account to publicly display data (Horsburgh et al., 2016). These data are discoverable within
Hydroshare using the standardized metadata inside of the resource. A copy of the data can be
downloaded by other users for their own use. A user can also choose to publish their data
(Horsburgh et al., 2016). This published data then become immutable and gains a citable digital
object identifier (DOI).
The other major use for HydroShare is collaborating with unfinished datasets and models.
Datasets and models can be uploaded and stored in HydroShare. While not published, the
resource can be edited, including adding more data (Horsburgh et al., 2016; Sadler et al., 2015).
The datasets or models can be labeled as private. Private resources cannot be seen by other users
unless the owner gives another user direct permission.
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2.1.2 Web App Connectors
While there are multiple resource types provided by HydroShare, the relevant resource type for
my research is the web app connector. Web app connectors are a new resource type that have
been added since the release of HydroShare, as seen in Figure 3. Unlike other resource types,
web app connectors only store metadata. The web app connectors connect externally hosted web
apps inside HydroShare instead of hosting these apps. This allows HydroShare to make web apps
discoverable and searchable without having to host each third party web app (Horsburgh et al.,
2016; HydroShare Apps | HydroShare, 2021).
Just like other HydroShare resource types, web app connectors can be shared publicly
(Horsburgh et al., 2016). All web app connectors can be shared with specific individuals or
groups (Gan et al., 2020; Horsburgh et al., 2016). To share web apps publicly, the web app
connector must include a name, abstract, one or more keywords, and wither an app home page
URL or an app-launching URL pattern. All other of the about dozen metadata options are all
optional, and only apply to certain web apps (HydroShare Apps | HydroShare, 2021). These
metadata are searchable and follows the Dublin core metadata standards like all other resource
types within HydroShare (Horsburgh et al., 2016; Weibel, 1997, 2005).
Another advantage of web app connectors is that they can be integrated with other resources on
HydroShare (HydroShare Apps | HydroShare, 2021). Web app connectors can be formatted so
that its associated web app can directly launch HydroShare resources (App URI | CUAHSI
HydroShare, 2021; HydroShare Apps | HydroShare, 2021). Any web app connector can be
formatted this way, given that the web app is able to input HydroShare resources. Shared web
app connectors can also be used by other users with the same effect.
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Figure 3 Example HydroShare Web App Connector
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Web apps can be discovered using web app connectors in one of two ways inside HydroShare.
The first way is to discover web apps is to use the HydroShare discover page and filtering by
web app connectors (Discover | CUAHSI HydroShare, 2021). This is the default search option
for discovering datasets stored in HydroShare. The discover page displays the resource type,
sharing status, title, abstract, first author, and the dates where the data was created and last
modified (Discover | CUAHSI HydroShare, 2021). The other method of discovering web apps in
HydroShare is the current HydroShare App Library (HydroShare Apps | CUAHSI HydroShare,
2021; HydroShare Apps | HydroShare, 2021). Only HydroShare approved web apps are
displayed in this interface (HydroShare Apps | CUAHSI HydroShare, 2021). The current
HydroShare App Library only displays the web app’s icon, title, and first 23 words of the
abstract.

2.2

HydroShare API and REST Client

Along with obtaining and editing resources on the HydroShare website, HydroShare provides a
public API (Application Programming Interface) and python library. These tools allow users to
access HydroShare resources for third party web apps. The HydroShare API is available through
REST requests and through the hs_restclient python wrapper as seen in Figure 4. Both tools give
programmers the ability to access the abilities of HydroShare within their own programs.
HydroShare API and the REST (Representational State Transfer) client allows the discovery,
creation, and editing of all HydroShare resources to which the user has access to. This includes
in part finding resources based on keywords or geographic coordinates, adding or removing data
from a resource, and changing a resource’s visibility (Amalaraj & Ames, 2021).
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The proposed HydroShare Library uses primarily the HydroShare API tools functions associated
with discovering and viewing of resources. The general search function has a parameter named
“types”. This parameter allows the discovery of HydroShare resources by their resource type.
This parameter takes a list of strings, where each string is the name of a resource type. The string
needed for web app connectors is “ToolResource”. This allows the tool to obtain web app
connectors registered in HydroShare. The main viewing function for this tool is the get science
metadata function. This function takes a resource Id and return the resource’s metadata following
Dublin Core standards (HydroShare REST API Python Client Library, 2021). These data include
all relevant metadata stored within HydroShare for each web app connector. This includes all
editable metadata fields as well as dates and times of creation and last update. With the
combination of these two functions within the API, I can find all web app connectors and have
access to their metadata needed for the App Library.

Figure 4 The Basic Architecture of HydroShare
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2.3

React

Another tool implemented in the HydroShare App Library is React. React is a JavaScript library
developed by Facebook in 2013 (Wohlgethan, 2018). The core purpose of React is to perform
state management tool, for dynamic JavaScript web pages and web apps. React accomplishes
this by splitting up a web page into distinct parts known as “components”. Components may
include any of the following variables, functions, and graphical interfaces. These components are
then monitored by React for changes. When a component changes, React refreshes only the
changed component without re-rendering the entire page or unchanged components
(Wohlgethan, 2018).
React components have several different parts. The first part is the component properties or
props. Props are component variables that can be defined externally yet can be changed
internally. Props allow the dynamic creation of graphical interfaces depending on the given
input. Props are normally stored in the component state. The state oversees data management
within a component. When part of the state is updated, React reloads the component. Because of
this, changing variables in the state should only be done with the setState function. The last main
part of React components is the render. As components act like functions inside JavaScript, the
render is the output of each component. The render defines the graphical interface of the
component and determines how the props and state interact with the interface (Wohlgethan,
2018).
React uses several tools inside of the library. The first is JSX, which is used for rendering. JSX is
a combination of JavaScript and HTML (HyperText Markup Language). JSX allows the
automatic creation of HTML code using variables and functions that are not present natively in
HTML. While this is possible in pure JavaScript, JSX simplifies the process (Wohlgethan,
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2018). Another tool inside the React library is its state management tool. While React looks for
changes in components, the state management tool saves the state of each component whenever
there is a change. This allows webpages to track changes and potentially revert to a previous
state.
Using React has several advantages. The first is that data from the HydroShare API only are
loaded once within the web app. Because React components have defined properties (props) for
each component, searching resources is performed on the client side. This also speeds up the
App Library, as only loading the initial app connects externally. Another advantage of React is
the ability to display and load only certain graphical interfaces at a time. This means that the App
Library has multiple views for displayed resources, but only displays the views that the user has
requested. These different views further speed up the graphical interface of the App Library.
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3

DESIGN AND ITERATING HYDROSHARE APP LIBRARY

Before creating the proposed App Library, the web app must first be designed. This design then
is iterated upon to optimize the user experience. The design of this web app should allow new
users of the App Library to quickly learn the web app’s functionalities while not hindering
experienced users. For the purposes for this web app, there are four major sections or topics of
the web app where the design was significantly iterated on. These sections of the web app are the
tier differentiation of apps, the metadata to display, the user interface, and the background
software of the web app. This chapter is divided by topic and not the order that the design
decisions were made.

3.1

App Organization Design and Iteration

As part of creating a way to display web apps, it quickly became apparent to me the need to
organize between different apps. The App Library displays web apps developed by CUAHSI and
HydroShare the designed end host, as well as apps still in development by unknown developers.
By creating a tier ranking, it allows the differentiating of web apps without users having to dig
through metadata to determine the completeness of each app.
There are several challenges to creating a ranking system within the App Library. The first
limitation is the inability of performing quality control for displayed web apps. Because any user
can create a discoverable web app, there is no way to ensure that these web apps work as
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intended. Any implementation of automized testing software would require apps to be
compatible with said software. The other automized option is verifying the existence of an issues
page where bugs are reported. This does not fully address the desire to differentiate between the
completeness of apps. Incomplete apps may be fully documented, and complete apps may have
no known issues to report. By using the metric of an issues page adds another requirement, that
does not actually add value to differentiating the completeness of web apps.
Another limitation or rather factor to consider is the time it takes to organize each web app. As
the App Library must first request all the web apps using HydroShare API, there already exists a
required loading period. This means that additional operations needed to organize the web apps
add additional loading time for the App Library to initialize. Because of this, organization
methods needed to have little to no intermediate calculations and preferably have simple Boolean
expressions to organize each app. This not only decreases the time it takes for the App Library to
load but also makes the organization more intuitive for first time users.

3.1.1 The Five-Tier Approach
The first tier system was developed by CUAHSI and had five different ranks in decreasing order
(Tarbarton, 2020). The lowest tier, tier 5, is for all private and discoverable apps. These apps
only have the minimum metadata required for creating a web app connector. These apps only
have the private or discoverable sharing status. These apps are considered works in progress.
Tier 4 web apps are web app connectors with the public sharing status. These apps also have the
required metadata to allow the public sharing status. This is the lowest tier that web apps would
be displayed for all users. In addition to meeting tier 4 requirements, tier 3 web apps have all
optional metadata filled inside the web app connector. This also includes a functioning help and
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report page listed in the web app connector. These apps must also have their Source Code
publicly available (The app owner of the web app may petition CUAHSI to exempt the app from
this requirement). These apps must be running on a publicly available server. This is the highest
tier that most web app would accomplish and achieve. Tier 2 is the first tier with CUAHSI
involvement with the web app. In addition of meeting the requirements of tier 3, these apps are
hosted on CUAHSI owned servers. The app owner works with CUASHI to ensure the web app is
properly maintained and documented. Tier 1 apps are web apps owned by CUAHSI. These apps
meet tier 2 requirements, but app ownership has been given over to CUAHSI. The app owner no
longer has direct control over the web app connector, and the web app is developed, maintained,
and hosted by CUAHSI directly.
Movement between tiers 5-3 was intended to be fluid. Web apps in these tiers were intended to
automatically change tiers when they reach the requirements of the next tier. Inversely, when
they no longer meet their tier’s requirements, the web apps would move to the appropriate lower
tier. Tier movement can be seen in Figure 5. Moving to tiers 1 and 2 would have required
interaction with a CUAHSI representative. Because most apps would not reach these tiers, each
web app would have been approved by a case-by-case situation. In general, to be considered for
either tier, the owner of the web app would have submitted a state of the app report. This report
would have detailed the state of the app, including known bugs, and plans for future
development. A CUAHSI representative would have reviewed the report and then accept or
reject movement to the next tier. CUAHSI could have add additional requirements before
approving any web app into tiers 1 or 2.
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Figure 5 Proposed Movement Between the Five-Tier Approach

3.1.2 Alternative Tier Approaches
There were two alternatives that were also considered. Both alternatives worked similarly to the
five-tier approach for ordering registered web apps. The first alternative was using 6 tiers. This
uses the five-tier approach, but it separates tier 5 apps into two separate tiers. The new tier 5 apps
are apps that have the discoverable sharing status. While tier 6 apps are user owned and privately
shared web apps. This clarifies the difference between web apps that are still in development and
what web apps are shared by another user. This approach was not used as there are not many
private and discoverable web app connectors that would be displayed for each user.
The other alternative was identifying the web apps into one of three tags. The first tag was
CUAHSI endorsed web apps. These web apps would be applications that receive CUAHSI
support. This tag represents web apps that have reached the highest level on completion. These
web apps are recommended by HydroShare and CUAHSI. The next tier was Community Apps.
This tag represents all publicly shared web apps created by public users. The final tag was My
Apps. These are privately owned web apps and web apps that are shared with the user. Upon
further inspection of HydroShare web app connectors, there were no connectors with the
discoverable sharing status. This is likely because there is no difference between public and
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discoverable sharing status within HydroShare. Discoverable web app connectors would fall
under Community Apps tag.
The separation of the web app into tiers can be done in multiple methods. The method that was
decided was to label CUAHSI Endorsed Apps first followed by Community Apps. HydroShare
has an internal label that already separates CUAHSI apps from user web apps. With this,
CUAHSI Endorsed Apps can be separated by comparing HydroShare identifiers. Community
apps are then separated, by looking at the app’s sharing status. All other web apps with the
public or discoverable sharing status labeled as Community Apps. The remaining apps are My
App tags. This is because only private web apps are unlabeled, and the user has access to web
app connectors they own or have been shared with them.

3.1.3 Final Design – Three Tag System
The final design selected for was to use the three-tag system with a slight modification. The three
tags, CUAHSI Endorsed, Community, and Personal apps are all defined the same as the previous
tag system. The biggest change is that each web app can have multiple tags. By allowing apps to
have multiple tags, allows web apps to be searchable multiple ways. This mainly effects the My
App tag, as these apps may now be identified as a CUAHSI Endorsed or Community App. This
change is believed to have two advantages. The first advantage is that the tags are more intuitive
for users to use the App Library. Personal apps that also fit other tags are now tagged with both.
This lets the user know whether if their web app fit the other two tags. The other identified
advantage is that user web apps are be more visible while searching. This change allows all users
to find the same apps when searching for CUAHSI Endorsed or Community tags.
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This tag approach is the preferred ranking system. Another major benefit of using tags is the
intuition of having three tags. This decreases the knowledge it takes for first-time users to
understand this web app. This is further boosted by having names that intuitively describe each
tag further simplifies discover for first time users. The other major benefit is that separating web
apps is no longer dependent on metadata completion. This approach speeds up the App Library
by reducing the time it takes to label each app. Because a tag needs to be assigned to each web
app, this simplification has the potential to significantly speed up the initial loading of this
discovery web app.

3.2

Displayed Metadata Design and Iteration

Along with organizing the apps with different tags, it was important to identify the most
important metadata elements to display. Along with just the metadata that are displayed, it was
important to decide what functionalities each web app entry would allow. By identifying the
most important metadata, the App Library enables end users to quickly understand each web app
displayed.
As part of understanding what metadata to display, it was important to know the limitations of
what data were available. While web app connectors store web app metadata, not all data on the
HydroShare website are available through the HydroShare REST client or API. These data
include the number of views and downloads that the web app connector has had. This is because
these metadata are stored within HydroShare and not in web app connectors. Another piece of
information that cannot be displayed is an example input or output resources. This is because
there is no metadata stored within HydroShare or within web app connectors that stores this
information. While adding such a metadata entry was proposed, this functionality landed outside
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the scope of this project. The final piece of metadata that cannot be displayed are the resource
citation. This information like the views and downloads is not stored within a resource, but rather
is populated automatically within the HydroShare website.
There are two ways to obtain available metadata using HydroShare API. The first is using the get
system metadata function. This function retrieves basic resource metadata including resource
type, resource id, author, abstract, resource title, and sharing status. This function also includes
links to where the resource and its metadata are stored. This includes the resource URL, science
metadata URL, and a link to download the resource using bagit. While these metadata are useful,
the other method, get science metadata includes more metadata.
The get science metadata function from HydroShare API retrieves the resources metadata
according to Dublin Core Standards (Weibel, 1997, 2005). This function returns all user inputted
metadata along with the resource author and author metadata. This includes a resource’s abstract,
abstract, keywords, URLs for the web app, copyright information, version, and more. This
provides the bulk of the metadata relevant to web app connectors. The list of available metadata
for both methods is shown in understanding of what the web app does. The expanded view
includes the same information in the default view and adds additional metadata that gives the
user more exact information about the app. With collaboration with HydroShare, I decided that
the default view will include the app title, icon, default link, web app connector link, first author,
rank tag, and the first line of the abstract. The expanded view includes all the above information
but adds the app’s complete abstract, keywords, version, date of creation and last update,
supported resource and aggregation types, and web app URLs. These URLs include the home
page, HydroShare resource launching URLs, source code, mailing list, help page, and issues
page. Table 1. This function does not provide sharing status, which is necessary for organizing
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the web apps as discussed above. Thus, it is necessary to use both functions to display the
relevant metadata.
After determining what metadata were available, I was able to determine what metadata would
be displayed. As decided earlier, there are two views for each displayed web app, a default view,
and an expanded view. This allowed me to split the metadata into two orders of importance. The
default view metadata includes metadata necessary to identify web apps and to get a general
understanding of what the web app does. The expanded view includes the same information in
the default view and adds additional metadata that gives the user more exact information about
the app. With collaboration with HydroShare, I decided that the default view will include the app
title, icon, default link, web app connector link, first author, rank tag, and the first line of the
abstract. The expanded view includes all the above information but adds the app’s complete
abstract, keywords, version, date of creation and last update, supported resource and aggregation
types, and web app URLs. These URLs include the home page, HydroShare resource launching
URLs, source code, mailing list, help page, and issues page.
The goal of displaying this information is to help users to find the best web app they need. While
it is important for the App Library to provide these metadata, the user must ultimately use their
judgement to choose what web app is best for them. While much of the extended metadata may
not be directly useful for determining web app functionality, the user may use these data to judge
completeness and other factors of the app. The displayed metadata are designed to support the
user make this decision in the quickest and most informed way. The exact implementation of
how this is done is discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 1 List of Available Metadata from HydroShare REST Client and API

Science Metadata

Dublin Metadata

resource type
resource id
resource title
abstract
authors
creator
doi
public
discoverable
shareable
immutable
published
date created
date last updated
bag URL
coverages
science metadata url
resource map url
resource url
content types

title
creators
contributors
coverages
dates
description
formats
funding agencies
identifiers
language
rights
types
relations
URL base
URL base aggregation
URL base file
version
supported resource types
supported aggregation types
app icon
supported file extensions
app home page URL
mailing list URL
testing protocol URL
help page URL
source code URL
issues page URL
roadmap
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3.3

Software Design and Iteration

While Chapter two discussed the major software used in the final iteration for the App Library,
this section discusses how the decision was made to use those tools. This section goes over the
general software changes that influenced or were determined by app design.
The first major software change was the decision to create a React web application. React was
one of three options of how to create this web app. The first was to implement the web app into a
Django progressive web app that would be tightly coupled with the HydroShare website. The
largest advantage to creating this web app within the HydroShare Django environment is that
there would be no need to later implement the app inside the website. Another advantage is the
benefit of Django keywords and variables that would allow the App Library to access more
metadata. This was decided against for a few reasons. The first is that app development and
testing would be significantly slower than the alternatives. The entire HydroShare Django
environment would have been needed to be copied, and mock resources created to populate the
new environment. The size of this environment would have also made the web app much harder
to share during development and after implementation. Another drawback was that to deploy the
web app live, HydroShare must have fully approved the app in an official update. This additional
oversite would have delayed the initial live deployment of the App Library delaying the entire
project.
The next option was to create a Tethys web app that would be hosted on a HydroShare Tethys
portal. The largest benefit of creating a Tethys app was the ease of combining front end and
back-end software development. Another major benefit of using Tethys was the large number of
resources available at BYU to develop such web applications. The downside of using Tethys is
that Tethys is designed for distributed app hosting, while this web app is most effectively used
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when centrally hosted. The App Library gains no benefit from having multiple deployments of
itself as there are no localization needs. Another drawback with using Tethys is that the difficulty
of integrating the web app with HydroShare that is planned in the future.
As noted earlier this web app uses React with NodeJS. The largest advantage to using React is
the dynamic loading that is a valuable ability to use in the App Library. Another benefit of React
is the ability to easily implement the web app within HydroShare. Hosting the App Library
within Django can be done by installing dependencies. Alternatively, an automatic script could
be run to convert this web app to match the current dependencies within the Django
environment. Another benefit React gives is flexibility in styling to both match the HydroShare
website, but also to have full control over user interface components.
Another software design change was the use of the HydroShare API. HydroShare API is
implemented for both Python and JavaScript. The Python side of the API uses the HydroShare
API library to gain access to resources. A user must first be signed in before gaining access to
both public and private resources. This library also has functions to obtain all the possible
metadata needed for the App Library. The JavaScript API relies on multiple fetch requests to
HydroShare. The first request is to obtain the list of resources and the second is to obtain the
resource’s metadata. Initially, it was believed that it was only possible to obtain public resources
using JavaScript as there was no way to input user credentials. I discovered however that using
Oauth2, which is implemented in HydroShare, it is possible to obtain private resources as well
using this method. To implement Oauth2 into the app, a backend would need to be created, just
as if I decided to use the Python library.
For this web app, I decided to use the JavaScript fetch requests. The largest reason is that with
the implementation of Oauth2, user credentials can be inputted securely. Another benefit to using
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JavaScript is where the data are processed. In Python, the data are processed by the backend host
and then sent to the web browser. Using the JavaScript approach, data are processed by the web
browser. This allows this web app to have lower processing and storage requirements for the host
while not jeopardizing user performance.
I determined with collaboration with HydroShare that implementing Oauth2 backend was not
necessary to implement within the demo App Library. The main reason I made this decision is
that implementing a backend just to demonstrate private resources would not help with
implementing the web app into HydroShare. Other web apps have already successfully
implemented HydroShare authentication with Oauth2, so HydroShare would be gaining nothing
implementing Oauth2 into this web app. The ability to load in private resources has been
successfully demonstrated in the JupyterHub python script that is described in Section 4.2.
Overall, the design changes regarding software use revolved around the benefit of the end host
while not effecting the app user. As part of choosing software, I had to balance app creation with
the ability to integrate this web app with HydroShare in the future. While deployment within
HydroShare would have been ideal, the additional time it would have taken due to the approval
process made it unfeasible to achieve in the time frame of this project. While still having
HydroShare or another end host in mind with the creation of the app, decisions were made to
limit the requirements of the web app to allow easier hosting. Additional software was only
added to the web app if it demonstrated valid usefulness to end users.

3.4

User Interface Design and Iteration

Web applications are visual tools that connects the user to the app’s functionality through a web
page. The user interface of the web app allows users to use the app in an intended way. User
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interfaces can be compared to as the handle of a knife which allows the knife wielder to use the
blade properly. Good user interfaces are simple and intuitive to both new and returning users.
Because of the importance of user interfaces in web app development, there were several
iterations of the visual design of the App Library.
The first iteration of the HydroShare App Library drew heavy inspiration from the Tethys App
Store. As seen in Figure 6, the wireframe had three tables that matches the style of the Tethys
App Store. The three tables divide the apps by the completion of the apps. Though this
wireframe assumed five tiers of web app completion, having a table for each tier ended up being
unintuitive and overly complicated. The largest issue with having multiple tables is that users
must first know what tier a web app is in before comparing web apps. While an experienced app
user would be able to identify app tiers, new users of this web app would struggle with
understanding the differences in the tables even with explanations. Another issue with having
multiple tables is the search algorithm. Having a global search bar, like this wireframe has,
means that a disproportionate amount of emphasis would be given to the top table, as opposed to
the most relevant resource. The alternative to this, would have searching to be done at a table
level. By having a more localized searching, users would be required to input the same search
term multiple times to compare resources from different tables.
A second part of the initial wireframe was a secondary page for updating user owned web app
connectors as seen Figure 7. The original idea for this page was to include only metadata needed
to move their web app into the next tier or table. After creating the user interface, I realized that
this feature would only add complexity to the web app without adding functionality. Because
most users only own one or two web app connectors if any at all, many users would never know
that this functionality existed. The other issue with this feature is that does not provide anything
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unique to users. HydroShare users can just as easily update their web app connector using the
default web app connector page. The only benefit of this form would be specifying what
metadata were required for the next tier but at the cost of potentially confusing users with an
alternative user interface.
This initial React demo also added a second button on the top right of the default app view. This
button opened a third view to allow the user to launch the web app with HydroShare inputs. This
view can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11. This view automatically generated input fields that
would replace defined HydroShare API inputs. These inputs allowed users to launch web apps
with data stored on HydroShare. Like the proposed form in the previous wireframe, this feature
was also removed due to user interface limitations. The most common input web apps use is
‘HS_RES_ID’, which stands for HydroShare Resource Identification. This input is a unique
string of random characters that relates to a specific HydroShare resource. Because each string is
random, users would have to open the HydroShare resource to obtain the string. This is further
complicated when other HydroShare inputs are needed to launch a web app. Changing the inputs
from textboxes to dropdowns is not feasible due to the sheer number of possible resources that
web apps could potentially load in. Thus, this feature was removed in future iterations.
The final major iteration is the final draft of the static React app. Screenshots of this design draft
can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The first major change is that most of the styling has
been complete. This draft works for screens as small as 600 pixels, the size of a small desktop
monitor. Other styling issues have been addressed as well, so text breaks into a new line rather
than running off the table. Another change is that the name of the web app now opens the web
app connector. The owner’s name also linked to the owner’s HydroShare profile. This gives
users access to more metadata about the web app connector.
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The largest change to draft the inclusion of a functional searching. The design of the searching is
designed to be as intuitive as possible. To accomplish this, there are only four inputs. The first
input is a textbox that searches for exact matches in the metadata of each web app. The other
three inputs are checkboxes correlated to each tier of app. By default, these boxes are checked,
signifying that web apps of that tier to be displayed. The user can choose any combination of the
three tiers to display. By limiting the search functionality to these four inputs, users can quickly
understand on how to search functionalities, while still allowing experienced users the flexibility
to customize their search.

Figure 6 Original HydroShare App Library Wireframe - ITERATION 1
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Figure 7 Form Mockup That Moved Web Apps From one Tier to the Next That Was Removed in Later Iterations –
ITERATION 1
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Figure 8 Screenshot of Single Table Proof of Concept in React Based App – ITERATION 2

Figure 9 Screenshot of Extended View of React Proof of Concept Design – ITERATION 2
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Figure 10 Screenshot of Proposed Form to Launch Web Apps with Hydroshare Inputs That Was Later Removed –
ITERATION 2

Figure 11 Screenshot of Proof of Concept React Web App with Both Extended Metadata View and Launch With
Inputs Form Both Opened at the Same Time -ITERATION 2
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Figure 12 Final Design of App Library Before Final App Implementation, Complete with Working Search
Functionalities – ITERATION 3

Figure 13 Extended View of Final App Design Including Links to the Author Page and Other Web App URLs ITERATION 3
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While nearly complete there are still a few things that need to be addressed in this draft. The first
is the available metadata displayed in the app. As noted in section 3.2 about metadata design, not
all the metadata displayed in this draft are available outside of the HydroShare website. Another
change is the images that denote the tiers of the apps changing to text-based tags. While
experienced users can differentiate between the three tiers with these images, new users will not.
By changing the images to text, new users can quickly be able differentiate between tiers without
impacting more experienced users.
Another feature of note is the removal of the run demo button. This button was put in as an
example of how this web app could be easily modified in the future. One of the proposed ideas to
replace the open with HydroShare inputs was to add a demo resource metadata option in web app
connectors. This metadata would store the resource id of a resource the web app can use for
tutorials and demos. Because this would require changing the web app connector resource, this
proposed idea fell outside the scope of this research. This button was added as part of a proof of
concept for this future project and to demonstrate the ease of updating the user interface in the
future.
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4

IMPLEMNTATION OF THE APP LIBRARY

While the previous section presents several design and mockup iterations of the HydroShare App
Library, none of those iterations were fully implemented in code and connected to the
HydroShare Application Programmer Interface (API) in a dynamic way. Rather, these prior
designs were used to iterate with stakeholders at CUAHSI and HydroShare as I continued to
evolve toward a final design plan. This section presents the effort related to implementing the
HydroShare App Library in code, using specified tools and technologies, and connecting the App
Library to the HydroShare API. Note the final design is presented together with this
implementation.

4.1

How Technologies Work Together

4.1.1 Web App Connectors
Web app connectors are how App Library obtains the necessary metadata. Because web app
connectors have no software requirements, they are how app developers can register their apps
onto the tool I developed. The tool obtains web app connectors through the HydroShare API.
The web app connectors are not mutated in any way within this web app. The metadata of the
web apps stored in the web app connector are processed and printed using React.
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4.1.2 HydroShare API
HydroShare API is how the App Library obtains the web app connectors off HydroShare. Data
from these services are returned in a large object of lists that needs to be processed for relevant
metadata. HydroShare API only obtains the data from HydroShare and does not process the data
for the App Library. The API is called twice, once to get a list of web app connectors and
secondly to get the Dublin metadata for each web app connector. These metadata are obtained
and then processed asynchrony inside of a JavaScript function to combine the two returned lists.
This function is run by React web app once to initialize the table entries when the page is first
loaded.

4.1.3 React
React is how the information is displayed to end users. React requests the processed data and
displays the data in a table. Each entry in a table represents the metadata of a single web app
connector. The entry has two views, a default, and expanded view. These two views are
accessible from the other view. The default view includes basic metadata and the ability to
launch the web app directly from the App Library’s user interface. The expanded view contains
all the metadata in the default view and more specific metadata fields. This expanded view
allows users to view the additional metadata for specific apps without having to view the same
metadata for other displayed apps.

4.2

HydroShare REST Client JupyterHub Script

As part of creating a new HydroShare App Library, a JupyterHub python script was created as a
proof of concept. This python script uses the HydroShare REST client to obtain web app
connector metadata from HydroShare. The python script gets both the science and Dublin core
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metadata and prints the metadata in an organized and easily readable format. This code tracks
how long it takes to obtain and display the web app metadata after getting a list of web app
connectors. The script code and sample result can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B
respectively.
From repeated tests, it takes about 15 seconds to run this section of this script. This averages to
about a third of a second to load each web app connector. This average matches the individual
load time of web app connectors that was also investigated as part of this script. This time is
mainly due to obtaining the science and Dublin core metadata for each web app.
This sample script was important in the following findings. First, is that loading time of web app
must be considered. Though a third of a second per web app is not that long, combined with the
about 50 web app connectors lead to a significant loading time for a web page. This problem
would only increase as more web apps are registered onto HydroShare. Because of this loading
time, the HydroShare client would not be a viable tool to use in a web app. Because of slight
differences between the HydroShare REST client and API, the API must make one additional
call after getting the list of web app connectors.
The other major finding is how web app connector metadata are returned. Most metadata values
are returned as an object of values. These objects sometimes only contain one value if populated,
but otherwise the object may not exist. Because metadata objects may not exist, it is important
for the App Library, as well as the final version of this script, to verify that the metadata exists
before attempting to access the metadata.
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4.3

Final Design and Implementation

The final implementation of the App Library can be seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15. Building
off previous iterations, the table has been optimized for screens of at least 600 pixels wide (see
Figure 16). The table displays the first ten entries that match the current search criteria. The table
automatically updates when any of the search parameters change. The table adds up to an
additional ten entries when the user clicks on the load more button below the table. A global
variable exists for both the number of initial displayed entries and number of entries added per
button push. This allows flexibility to future developers as the number of total web apps
increase.
The default view for each table is split into three columns as seen in Figure 17. The first column
displays the web app’s icon. If the web app connector does not have an icon, the default web app
connector icon is used instead. The default icon is also used if a defined icon fails to load. Users
can click on the icon to directly launch the web app. This allows users to quickly access
registered web apps to use, test, and learn more about. The second column displays the rest of the
metadata in the default view. This includes the web app’s title, owner, tags, and first line of the
abstract. Users can click on the web app title to open a new link to the web app connector
landing page. This allows users full access to metadata of the web app connector. Clicking on the
owner link opens a new tab with the owner’s HydroShare profile page. The resource tag displays
the tag or tags that the web app connector has. These tags are CUAHSI Endorsed, Community,
and Personal web apps as described in section 3.1.3. The abstract displayed is limited only to the
first line which is dependent on the width of the viewing screen. The full abstract is displayed in
the extended view. The third column has a button that converts the entry from the default view to
the extended view and vice versa.
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Figure 14 Top View of HydroShare App Library After Entries Are Loaded
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Figure 15 Bottom View of HydroShare App Library After Entries Are Loaded
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Figure 16 HydroShare App Library for a Screen That is 600 Pixels Wide
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Figure 17 Example Web App Entries with Displayed Grid Lines Showing the Three Columns

The extended view for each table entry has also been changed in the final implementation of the
HydroShare App Library as seen in Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20. In the extended view,
the default view is the same except the full abstract is displayed. The remainder of the expanded
view is a single column table that displays the additional metadata of this view. This view
includes the keywords, home page URL, version, date created, last update, supported resource
types, app-launching resource level URL pattern, supported aggregation types, supported file
extensions and copyright for each web app. Metadata fields that are not filled in are left empty to
differentiate between nonexistent metadata and incomplete metadata. This allows the App
Library users to tell the difference between empty fields and fields that do not have a value. This
helps users differentiate between complete and incomplete web app connectors.
The search functionality of the final iteration of the search menu can be seen in Figure 21. The
search box allows users to display only resources that contain metadata containing the string.
This search investigates all available metadata not only metadata displayed in the default or
extended view. The search menu also contains three check boxes that allow the user to search by
resource tag. Users can select any combination of these boxes to display web apps that have at
least one of the appropriate tags.
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Figure 18 Expanded View of the Data Series Viewer Web App

Figure 19 Screenshot Comparing the Default View and Expanded View of two web apps
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Figure 20 Second Screenshot Comparing the Default View and Expanded View of two Web Apps

Figure 21 Search Menu for the HydroShare App Library

4.4

How the App Library Solves Current Issues

While the HydroShare App Library looks significantly different to the current HydroShare App
Library (see Figure 22), the proposed web app solves many of the existing problems in the
current web page. One of the largest problems of the current App Library is that only CUAHSI
approved apps are displayed. The current App Library displays these eight or nine web apps on
the web page which only gets updated when a new web app gets approved. The new App Library
displays all public web apps registered in HydroShare. This allows HydroShare users to have
greater access to community created water and environmental tools. The increase of available
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web apps helps app users to spend less time looking for the correct tool they need for their
current project. App developers also benefit from having greater visibility of their own web apps,
which allow them to focus more on development rather than web app promotion. This hopefully
will lead to an increase of web app quality and quantity that will further help environmental
engineers and scientists.

Figure 22 Current HydroShare App Library

Another issue addressed by the new App Library is the increased availability of metadata. The
current App Library only displays the web app’s name and icon in the default view and first 23
words of the app’s abstract in the alternate view of the app. This lack of metadata did not allow
for meaningful distinction between all displayed web apps. The need to compare web apps
within the App Library is heightened further by the increase of web apps that are being
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displayed. The new App Library displays over a dozen additional metadata fields that allows app
discoverers the ability to make informed decisions of what web app best fits their needs.
A third issue addressed by the new App Library is the ability to filter between web apps. The
current App Library has no such functionality, likely due to the lack of displayed web apps. The
new App Library allows app discoverers to search for and filter out different web apps. This
allows users to find relevant web apps and filter out unwanted web apps more easily. This allows
users to find and compare web apps faster. This search functionality also promotes web
developers to add meaningful metadata to their applications. This filter overall improves the
quality of comparison of web apps registered on HydroShare.
The new HydroShare App Library solves these issues while still making this web app
lightweight and flexible. One of the requirements for the App Library is to limit the hosting
requirements for the web app. To accomplish this, most of the processing is done by the browser.
Web app metadata are requested, processed, and displayed all within the browser. This reduces
the computing requirements needed for the host of this web app without compromising
functionality for users. This also means that the computing requirements for the App Library
does not grow as more web apps are created and registered within HydroShare. By limiting the
computing requirements now and in the future, the new App Library is a viable tool for the
foreseeable future.
As part of future proofing the new App Library, this web app was created with flexibility in
mind. This new library is designed to be easy to change in to meet future needs and simplify
future development of the app. This is possible due to the component centered code within the
new library. The App Library is designed to easily add, change, and remove metadata that are
displayed in each table entry. This system also simplifies the code needed to reorganize and
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stylize either the web app as a whole or modify sections of the library. With this code
organization, the new App Library can stay relevant through the coming years as web apps and
environmental science continues to evolve.
The new App Library is an improvement over the current web page, for both app developers and
users without adding computational requirements on the host. This web app is designed to help
app developers reach larger audiences for their environmental tools. The new App Library also
helps app users find, compare, and use web apps that were not displayed in the current App
Library. With this increased discoverability, more time can be used to further app development
and solving issues in environmental science and engineering.

4.5

Web App Availability

The HydroShare App Library’s code can be found at GitHub at https://github.com/BYUHydroinformatics/React_HydroShare_App_Library_demo. A public instance of the current
version of the web app can be found at https://applibrarydemo.netlify.app. This site uses Netlify,
a third party service that hosts single page web pages and apps connected to a GitHub repository
(Netlify, 2022). The demo JupyterHub python Script is available on HydroShare at
https://www.hydroshare.org/resource/4737c832b0354bbc92ce1e940e695805/.
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5

5.1

UPRGRADING CUAHSI WEB APPS

Updating HydroShare Tethys Servers

HydroShare maintains three HydroShare Tethys servers. These servers are designed to host
CUAHSI Endorsed web apps and a few Community apps.
The first server is apps.HydroShare.org. This server was a Tethys 1 production server. This
server hosted eleven web apps. The SwatShare, Jupyter Python Notebook at NCSA, Cybergis
TauDEM, and National Water Model Forecast Viewer (NWM), apps were all web apps that only
redirected to another web app. The other web apps were the Snow Inspector, CUAHSI Data
Series Viewer HydroShare GIS, EPA WATERS Services, Utah Energy Balance Model (UEB),
and USGS and AHPS Gauge viewer WML apps. Of these apps, The Snow Inspector and
CUAHSI Data Series apps had already been upgraded to a later version of Tethys. Of the
remaining five web apps, The Data Rods Explorer, HydroShare GIS, and UEB apps were
upgraded to Tethys 3.
This server was deleted and replaced with a new server with a Tethys 3 production environment.
This Tethys 3 server hosts the upgraded Data Rods Explorer app as well as the app warehouse
and HEDA web apps. As part of the Data Rods Explorer app, the server runs a daily cronjob that
keeps the Data Rods Explorer time bounds up to date. This server is the location where current
and future CUAHSI Endorsed Tethys apps are hosted on this server.
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The second server is hs-apps.hydroshare.org. This server hosted the Tethys 2 production
environment. This server hosted the CUAHSI Time Series Viewer, HydroShare Resource
Creator, Spatial Data Viewer, and the NWM apps. The only web app that was upgraded was the
Spatial Data Viewer and moved to another server. The NWM app was deprecated after an
investigation to potential upgrading of the app. This server is the server that was least changed.
This is because the other two apps, the CAUSHI Time Series Viewer and HydroShare Resource
Creator, are important apps for CUAHSI HIS.
The final server is hs-apps-dev which is a Tethys 2 development server. This server contained
the CUAHSI Time Series Viewer, HydroShare Resource Creator, Spatial Data Viewer, Time
Series Manager, and HEDA web apps. These apps are not for general use but is designed for
debugging of CUAHSI hosted Tethys apps. The CUAHSI Time Series Viewer, and HydroShare
Resource Creator connect to the developmental version of CUAHSI HIS. The Spatial Data
Viewer on this server was more up to date, so this version of the web app was used to upgrade
the app. The HEDA app was also upgraded into Tethys3. The Time Series Manager web app was
not complete and as such was not upgraded.
The hs-apps-dev server is still a Tethys 2 developmental server. Because the CUAHSI Time
Series Manager and HydroShare Resource Creator are important to keep up, it is important for
there be a development environment for potential debugging. Since the deployment of Tethys 3,
there has been no way to create a new Tethys 2 environment. This means that a developer cannot
use their local machine for debugging but must use existing environments. Because of this
limitation, upgrading these web apps to the latest version of Tethys was done without the use of a
Tethys 1 or 2 development environment.
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5.2

HydroShare Data Viewer (Private)

The HydroShare Data Viewer is a Tethys web app that was developed by Kenneth Lippold. The
purpose of this web app is to visualize HydroShare vector and raster without having to download
the resource as seen in Figure 23. Once loaded into the app, users can choose a variety of style
options, including labels. This is accomplished by automatically loading spatial data onto a
GeoServer. This allows this web app to make a WMF or WMC call to display the data within the
app. Data then can be saved and multiple datasets can be displayed on the same map even from
different resources.
This web app was originally written using a Tethys 2 framework which is no longer supported.
As part of my research, I updated the web app to a Tethys 3 framework. The main differences
between Tethys 2 and 3 is how the web app is installed and loaded. The installation and setup
files are formatted different requiring the file to be rewritten. Another difference between Tethys
2 and 3 is the file organization. Tethys 2 has more files required to load web apps than what
Tethys 3 has required. Not removing or moving these files causes the Tethys portal where the
web app is installed to break.
Overall, this was an easy web app to update, as this app was developed with the mind of being
updated to the next version. The biggest factor to an easy transition was that the web app already
being written in python 3, which both Tethys 2 and 3 support. This meant that upgrading the web
app only included changes between the two versions of Tethys. As the HydroShare Data Viewer
used data stored externally, there were not any major code changes that had to be done to the
web app besides app formatting as discussed above.
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Figure 23 Example of a bug for the HydroShare Data Viewer App That Needs to be Addressed Before the Web App
is Shared Publicly
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The HydroShare Data Viewer falls under the private web app tier. While functional, this web app
has some existing bugs that prevent the app from being ready for general usage as can be seen in
Figure 23. These bugs existed before the web app was upgrade and is believed to require the
rewriting of several major functions. This web app also does not have a permanent host,
switching between developmental and productions servers of Tethys owned by HydroShare and
the BYU Hydroinformatics lab.

5.3

Data Rods Explorer (CUAHSI Endorsed)

The Data Rods Explorer (DRE) app was developed by Dr. Gonzalo Espinoza at the University of
Texas at Austin for HydroShare. The DRE app allows users to users to visualize NASA-hosted
land surface models over the continental United States (see Figure 24). These datasets can be
queried spatially, temporally and by variable. App users can select a point to get a graph of
values over a specified time. Two different variables can be graphed on the same plot, or the
same variable over multiple years. The spatial data can be downloaded as a csv, xls, and netCDF.
Graphs can be downloaded as an image.
This web app was the most complicated for me to update to Tethys. Above the formatting
changes between the two versions there were other major issues. The first major issue was that
the way Tethys interacts with geographic datasets. Tethys 3 changed the functions used to
interact with GeoServer. The new functions needed to create a new GeoServer coverage is
app.get_spatial_dataset_service() and engine.create_coverage_resource(). The first function
creates a connection with the GeoServer instance. The second function creates a raster using the
given engine connection.
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Figure 24 An Example of the Data Rods Explorer App Displaying Data Both Spatially and as a Time Series

Another issue that updating the web app involved was transitioning from python 2 to 3. This is
normally an unexpectedly easy process due to the 2to3 script. 2to3 is a tool that converts python
files from python 2 syntax to python 3 syntax. There are a few notable changes in python that
2to3 does not address. The first is the interpretation of strings and bytes in ASCII format. Python
2 did not differentiate between the byte and string type when encoding and decoding a series of
characters. Python 3 now does differentiate between the two types and throws an error when the
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wrong data type is used in certain functions. It is now vital to differentiate between the two. This
change was solved by proper use of the encode and decode functions in python 3.
Above just upgrading the web app to the latest version of Tethys, I also fixed some bugs inside
the DRE. The main bug I fixed was fixing the creation of the temporal boundaries of the
datasets. The previous method would fail catastrophically. This type of failure prevented any
data from being used when the function failed. Above making the method more reliable, I add
functionality to allow the function to fail more gracefully. Now if the method fails, it no longer
deletes the data that did load, rather it replaces failed data with white space. This allows more
uptime of the web app and allows the app to function even if one service is down.
Another update to the DRE app I did was removing graphical display of NLDAS Forcing
dataset. Since the last update of the app, NASA has since dropped support of the dataset as a
raster. This meant that displaying the data on the map is no longer possible, but plotting the data
temporally is still functioning. This was a concerning issue as the model selection is a global
option which effects what dataset is displayed on the map or on a graph as a time series. Instead
of changing this core user interaction I implemented a simpler solution. When the NLDAS
forcing dataset is selected, I have disabled the display map option, but did not change the plotting
options. To communicate to users, when they select the dataset, a message explaining why the
dataset cannot be displayed on the map. This removes the now unavailable service without
changing the user interface. This means that users do not have to refamiliarize themselves with
the app. This also reduced the development time to realign the web app with available services.
The DRE app is a classic example of CUAHSI endorsed app. This web app is owned and
maintained by CUAHSI HydroShare. The DRE app requires constant updates as the NASA
datasets update and change. As part of this, a daily python script is run to keep the temporal
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boundaries are up to date. There is another file that periodically needs to be updated when the
NASA datasets change versions or file storage.

5.4

Utah Energy Balance Model App (Community App)

The Utah Energy Balance Model (UEB) app is a hydrologic snow energy modeling service. The
model process was developed by David Tarboton at Utah State University. The UEB app is a
graphical interface that allows users access to UEB model services. This connects to HydroDS
which runs the model processing and outputs the results to HydroShare. To run this model within
the app, the user inputs a bounding box of the limits of the model they wish to be run, and initial
snow conditions, run time, and model resolution. The user may also add a shapefile specifying a
specific watershed or the name and keywords of the resulting HydroShare resource. This web
app then sends a request to run the model. The UEB app then tracks the requested model’s status
and reports back when the model has successfully executed.
There were two major challenges as part of updating this web app into a Tethys 3 framework.
The first issue was changing the navigation bar. One change between Tethys 1 to 3 is how page
navigation is accomplished. Changes to the header ribbon between Tethys versions broke the
navigation bar. I resolved this issue with two simple changes. The first change was updating the
syntax so that the links worked as expected. The other change was updating the page stylizing.
This involved the complete reorganization of how the navigation bar. This reorganization did not
make any major changes how the web app worked or appeared. The benefit of doing this was
reducing duplication of code, making the code easier to read, and simplifies future changes to the
code.
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The other major challenge was updating the UEB app without having a functioning version of
the app. The UEB app implements the proprietary Google maps API. The Google maps API
requires a secret key to be used on a registered server. This means that even though the secret
key was hard coded into the app, the service was unavailable on any non HydroShare server.
Because the Google maps API runs in JavaScript, there were no likely changes that was required
for the app upgrade, so ignored the effected files. When I was able to install the UEB app onto a
registered server, I performed a comprehensive testing of these files to ensure that the map
interface worked as expected, above my normal testing of the entire app.
The UEB has been recently downgraded to a community app. This is because the UEB app is
based off HydroDS. HydroDS is a service created by Utah State University that is now
depreciated. While the UEB app still works, the speed and availability of the app is questionable.
CUAHSI no longer hosts or maintains the UEB app. It is now on Utah State University to host
the web app.

5.5

Hydrological Event Detection and Analysis (Community App Example)

The Hydrological Event Detection and Analysis (HEDA) Tethys app was developed by Dr. Scott
Hamshaw and Ali Javed at the University of Vermont. The HEDA app has two primary tools.
The first feature is the ability to identify and separate hydrological events from continuous times
series of streamflow. The other tool is calculating and visualizing streamflow metrics for
individual hydrological events as seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26. One of these metrics is the
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visualization and characterization of water quality changes during a hydrologic event.
Streamflow data can be provided or retrieved from USGS NWIS or CUAHSI-HIS.

Figure 25 An Example of HEDA Output of Water Quality and Flow Using HydroShare Resources
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Figure 26 Another Example of the HEDA Web App Water Quality Results for a Storm Event
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On top of upgrading this web app to Tethys 3, I was also in charge of removing sensitive
information from the app. This web app was written in python 3, simplifying the process into
Tethys 3. There were no major issues or changes needed to convert the HEDA app into the new
framework. The other major change was the removal of a sensitive settings page. The original
web app contained a file that defined necessary parameters. These parameters included sensitive
information including personal usernames and passwords for different hydrologic services
including HydroShare and HydroDS. Because of this sensitive information, the HEDA app
source code was privately stored on GitHub. To allow public sharing of this app, I removed the
need for this parameter file. To accomplish this, I changed these parameters into app settings. By
doing this, these parameters are defined by the web app host. HydroShare can host the web app
with the same parameters, but other hosts will have to provide their own settings including the
sensitive password and usernames. This change also makes the sensitive information more
secure. Because the information is no longer stored in the app, these values can be easily
changed without reinstalling or updating the app. Another security advantage is that it is harder
to find the parameters. Previously anyone who gain access to the server could get all the
sensitive information in a single file. Now even access to the server does not expose the sensitive
information required by HEDA.
The HEDA app falls under the Community tier. While this web app is hosted by CUAHSI, the
app is still privately maintained. A secondary goal of the HEDA is to promote app development
within the HydroShare community. To do this, the web app is still owned and maintained by the
University of Vermont. The HEDA app is an example of what web developers can create and
share on HydroShare. CUAHSI hosts the app, not as part of owning the app, but to increase the
app’s publicity to promote the further creation of web apps that use HydroShare resources.
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5.6

HydroShare GIS (Private)

The final web app that I upgraded for HydroShare is the HydroShare GIS app. This web app
allows users to visualize HydroShare resource data. This web app has been deprecated and the
Data Viewer is designed to fully replace the app. The web app was upgraded to latest edition to
Tethys mainly allow the potential upgrade of the web app. HydroShare GIS is not currently
hosted on any platform. The purpose of upgrading this web app is to update the GitHub page of
the web app to help future HydroShare developers. The idea is that the upgraded web app can
help with the further development of displaying HydroShare resources.
HydroShare GIS posed no unique issues for upgrading this web app into a Tethys 3 framework.
There were some minor issues with python syntax that was not caught by 2to3. These problems
were easily resolved. There were also some graphical issues caused by the transition like the
UEB app. This was fixed by changing the CSS of the main page. This upgrade was simplified by
the fact that no existing bugs were fixed.
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6

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

I created a HydroShare Library web app that can display all web apps registered within
HydroShare. This creates a single web app where any environmental web app can be registered
without any software requirements. This lack of requirements gives full control of app
development to the web app develops. This web app also allows users to discover environmental
web apps in a centralized location. This web app is also designed to be lightweight to minimize
the software requirements to the host of the HydroShare Library.
This web app has several advantages to the current HydroShare App Library. The first benefit is
that this web app displays all available web apps, not just those of a single framework. This
allows users to discover more web apps. This web app also displays more metadata in two
different views. This helps users to compare different web apps. The other benefit of this web
app is that the web app automatically updates to stay up to date with the latest registered web
apps.
In addition to creating the HydroShare App Library, I also upgraded a variety of HydroShare
hosted Tethys web apps. These web apps were upgraded from Tethys 1 and 2 to Tethys 3 and
most of the apps were upgraded from Python 2 to 3. As part of these upgrades, I also updated
apps.hydroshare.org from a Tethys 1 production server to a Tethys 3 production server. These
web apps were used as test cases for the development of the HydroShare App Library.
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In creating this dynamic web app, I hope to be able to increase the discovery of environmental
web applications. The App Library helps environmental decision makers find tools needed to
process information to make informed decisions. This web app hopefully increases the creation
of new environmental web apps, as now that there exists a tool to display web apps regardless of
the web apps’ underlying software. I believe that the App Library will also increase the quality
of environmental web apps. This is because, app developers can spend less time on distributing
their web app and spend more time on development. On top of that, the App Library will
encourage developers to include more metadata to better represent their web app.

6.1

Future Work

6.1.1 Upgrading of Tethys Web Applications
As noted previously, this inability to create a new Tethys 2 environment is a problem with
current Tethys web applications. The first issue with the inability to create new Tethys 2
environment is the inability to create development servers that allow for the development,
debugging, and maintenance of existing web applications. This makes web app maintenance
harder for current Tethys 2 web applications as developers must rely on the existing
environments that were created before the deployment of Tethys 3.
The other major issue with the inability to create Tethys 2 servers is the inability to create
production environments. Because Tethys 2 production environments are not possible to create,
Tethys 2 web apps can only be hosted on existing environments. This makes distributing these
web apps less possible. To host these web apps on new servers, these apps must be upgraded to
Python and Tethys 3. This adds extra maintenance to already existing web applications that
would otherwise would only be optional.
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There are multiple reasons why Tethys does not allow the creation of Tethys 2 for a few reasons.
The first is that Tethys 2 is now deprecated. They no longer offer any support for Tethys 2
environments and web apps. As part of this, Tethys 2 is no longer being maintained and thus,
they make no claims about the security of the software. This is because Python 2 has the same
policy as of January 1st, 2020 (Sunsetting Python 2 | Python.Org, 2022). Even with the sunsetting
of Python 2, the language is still available to existing software.

6.1.2 Integration with HydroShare
The next major improvement would be integrating the web app into HydroShare. This will have
a few advantages to an independent web app. The first advantage is access to metadata only
accessible internally to the site. This includes metadata for web app connectors like views and
citations, but also includes the current list of CUAHSI Endorsed web apps. This allows for
further automation of the web app. One of the major limitations of the current version of the
HydroShare App Library is that the list of CUAHSI Endorsed apps needs to be updated
manually. Integrating the App Library within HydroShare will completely overcome this
limitation, due to the increase of metadata available inside the site.
Another major benefit for integrating the App Library within HydroShare is the ability to make
only internal API calls. The HydroShare API is currently the longest part of the code to run. The
HydroShare API is part of the HydroShare environment, so the App Library would only have to
make an internal API call. Such a change of code will likely make the web app load in entries
faster.
The last main advantage of pulling the Web Library into HydroShare is increased web security.
By integrating within HydroShare, the App Library gets the full power of user authentication.
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This means that there will be no need for a unique backend for the App Library. This will both
simplify maintenance of this web app but will also increase the security of HydroShare
usernames and passwords.
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APPENDIX A. HYDROSHARE REST CLIENT PYTHON SCRIPT

#%%
!pip install hs_restclient
#%%
from hs_restclient import HydroShare, HydroShareAuthBasic
import urllib.request
import json
import time
auth = HydroShareAuthBasic(username=’USERNAME’, password='PASSWORD')
has = HydroShare(auth=auth)
#%%
hs_resources= hs.resources(types=["ToolResource"])
resourceList=[]
for resource in hs_resources:
resourceList.append(resource)
print("Number of Web Apps loaded in: "+str(len(resourceList)))
#%%
startingTime = time.time()
for resource in resourceList:
currentTime = time.time()
print("-------------------------")
resource_dublin=hs.getScienceMetadata(resource["resource_id"])
print()
print("Title: "+resource_dublin['title'])
#print(resource_dublin)
if (resource_dublin['app_icon']):
print("Icon url: "+resource_dublin['app_icon']['value'])
print(resource_dublin['app_icon'])
x="App owner: "
y="Authors: "
z="Author Link: "
for owner in resource_dublin["creators"]:
y+=owner["name"]+", "
if owner['order'] == 1:
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x+=owner['name']
z+=owner['description']
print(x)
print(z)
print(y[0:len(y)-2])
x="Contributors: "
y="Contributor links: "
if(resource_dublin["contributors"]):
for contrib in resource_dublin["contributors"]:
x+=contrib['name']+", "
y+=contrib['description']+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
print(y[0:len(x)-2])
else:
print(x+"None")
print(y+"None")
print()
if(resource_dublin['description']):
print("Abstract: "+resource_dublin['description'])
print()
x="Keywords: "
for word in resource_dublin['subjects']:
x+=word['value']+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
x='Version: '
if(resource_dublin['version']):
x+=resource_dublin['version']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Date created: "
y="Last updated: "
for date in resource_dublin['dates']:
if(date['type']=='created'):
x+=date['start_date']
elif date['type']=='modified':
y+=date['start_date']
print(x)
print(y)
print()
x='Supported aggregation types: '
if (resource_dublin['supported_aggregation_types'] and
resource_dublin['supported_aggregation_types']['supported_agg_types']):
for r in resource_dublin['supported_aggregation_types']['supported_agg_types']:
x=x+(r['description'])+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
else:
print(x+"None")
x="Supported resource types: "
if(resource_dublin['supported_resource_types']):
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for r in resource_dublin['supported_resource_types']['supported_res_types']:
x+=r['description']+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
else:
print(x+"None")
print()
x="Home page url: "
if (resource_dublin['app_home_page_url'] and resource_dublin['app_home_page_url']['value']):
x+=resource_dublin['app_home_page_url']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Launch with resource url: "
if(resource_dublin['url_base']):
x+=resource_dublin['url_base']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Launch with file url: "
if(resource_dublin['url_base_file']):
x+=resource_dublin['url_base_file']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Launch with default aggregations: "
if(resource_dublin['url_base_aggregation']):
x+=resource_dublin['url_base_aggregation']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
print("web app connector url: "+resource_dublin['identifiers'][0]['url'])
x="Source code url: "
if(resource_dublin['source_code_url']):
x+=resource_dublin['source_code_url']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Help page url: "
if(resource_dublin['help_page_url']):
x+=resource_dublin['help_page_url']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Mailing page url: "
if(resource_dublin['mailing_list_url']):
x+=resource_dublin['mailing_list_url']['value']
else:
x+="None"
print(x)
x="Issues page url: "
if(resource_dublin['issues_page_url']):
x+=resource_dublin['issues_page_url']['value']
else:
x+="None"
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print(x)
print()
x="Relations: "
if(resource_dublin['relations']!=[]):
for r in resource_dublin['relations']:
x+=r['type']+" "+r['value']+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
else:
print(x+"None")
x="Funding agencies: "
if resource_dublin['funding_agencies']:
for s in resource_dublin['funding_agencies']:
x+=s['agency_name']+", "
print(x[0:len(x)-2])
else:
print(x+"None")
print("Copyrights "+resource_dublin['rights'])
print()
elapsed = time.time() - startingTime
print("This Code took " +str(elapsed)+" seconds to run.")
#%%
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APPENDIX B. HYDROSHARE REST CLIENT PYTHON SCRIPT OUTPUT SAMPLE

The following text is an example output of 15 resources (out of 53) from running the code above:
Title: HydroShare GIS
Icon url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/hydroshare_gis/images/icon.gif
{'value': 'https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/hydroshare_gis/images/icon.gif'}
App owner: Shawn Crawley
Author Link: /user/53/
Authors: Shawn Crawley
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This web app allows the user to view Raster and Geographic Feature Resources from HydroShare in
a customizable way. It is powered by the Tethys Platform (see http://www.tethysplatform.org/).
Keywords: GIS
Version: 1.0
Date created: 2016-04-08T20:22:01.975339Z
Last updated: 2017-11-01T16:34:59.212955Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: GenericResource, RasterResource, GeographicFeatureResource, CompositeResour
ce
Home page url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/apps/hydroshare-gis/
Launch with resource url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/apps/hydroshare-gis/?res_id=${HS_RES_ID}&res_typ
e=${HS_RES_TYPE}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/9674a0af9f30410e9e02397c91284f54
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: SWATShare
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Icon url: https://mygeohub.org/groups/water-hub/File:1449835642_magnifier.png
{'value': 'https://mygeohub.org/groups/water-hub/File:1449835642_magnifier.png'}
App owner: I Luk Kim
Author Link: /user/5/
Authors: I Luk Kim
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: SWATShare Web App for exploring HydroShare resource
Keywords: SWATShare
Version: None
Date created: 2016-04-14T03:03:55.815338Z
Last updated: 2020-04-17T16:16:12.291713Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: SWATModelInstanceResource
Home page url: https://mygeohub.org/groups/water-hub/swatshare_landing
Launch with resource url: https://mygeohub.org/groups/water-hub/swatshare?source=hs&res_id=${HS_RE
S_ID}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/3fb11de2432e46aaacd70499fd680e6d
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: Data Series Viewer
Icon url: https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/static/timeseries_viewer/images/viewer_icon2.gif
{'value': 'https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/static/timeseries_viewer/images/viewer_icon2.gif'}
App owner: Matthew Bayles
Author Link: /user/113/
Authors: Matthew Bayles
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This is a web app resource for viewing resources containing time series.
Keywords: HIS Referenced Time Series Resource, Time Series
Version: 1.1
Date created: 2016-04-29T15:27:25.925792Z
Last updated: 2021-10-14T19:10:34.686831Z
Supported aggregation types: RefTimeseriesLogicalFile, TimeSeriesLogicalFile
Supported resource types: GenericResource, RefTimeSeriesResource, TimeSeriesResource, NetcdfResource, C
ompositeResource
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Home page url: https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/apps/timeseries-viewer/
Launch with resource url: https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/apps/timeseries-viewer/hydroshare/?src=hydros
hare&res_id=${HS_RES_ID}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/d5ac4340c7ff454f9c57dce43da2d625
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: National Water Model Data Explorer
Icon url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/nwm_data_explorer/images/icon.png
{'value': 'https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/nwm_data_explorer/images/icon.png'}
App owner: Shawn Crawley
Author Link: /user/53/
Authors: Shawn Crawley
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This app was created using Tethys Platform and is used to browse all of the current (past 30 days) N
ational Water Model data.
Keywords: web app, app, nwm, national water model, data explorer
Version: 1.0
Date created: 2016-09-29T17:56:29.120127Z
Last updated: 2017-06-19T16:34:26.477194Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types
Home page url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/apps/nwm-data-explorer/
Launch with resource url:
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/269c0363a47c421e9b227071c8318b16
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
-------------------------
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Title: Trophic State HydroServer
App owner: Ashley Hunt
Author Link: /user/951/
Authors: Ashley Hunt
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: The link to Dr. Miller's BYU WorldWater research database.
Keywords: Water, WorldWater, Miller, Trophic, Yellowstone
Version: None
Date created: 2016-11-29T21:53:36.924614Z
Last updated: 2016-12-13T05:01:54.514596Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types
Home page url: http://worldwater.byu.edu/app/index.php/yellowstone
Launch with resource url:
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/db81055d5dcf41d5bb9286318d65f9be
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: Introduction Video to Yellowstone Research Group Resources
App owner: Susan Estep
Author Link: /user/685/
Authors: Susan Estep, Ashley Hunt
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This video was created as an introduction to the resources created for the Yellowstone and Grand T
eton National Park Water Quality Research Group as part of a project for BYU's Hydroinformatics class Fall 20
16.
Keywords: World Water, Instructions, Yellowstone, Grand Tetons, Miller, BYU
Version: None
Date created: 2016-12-13T23:30:42.781618Z
Last updated: 2016-12-13T23:33:48.488823Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: None
Home page url: https://youtu.be/fUU6eoD-yB0
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Launch with resource url: None
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/9833556a97cd46b99627be293a90b58d
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: CUAHSI JupyterHub Legacy
Icon url: https://i.imgur.com/Bn3J0rX.png
{'value': 'https://i.imgur.com/Bn3J0rX.png'}
App owner: Anthony Castronova
Author Link: /user/11/
Authors: Anthony Castronova
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This web application will be deprecated on June 30th, 2020 and replaced with the CUAHSI JupyterH
ub hosted at https://jupyterhub.cuahsi.org. Please use this time to download any data that you have created o
n this system, and begin using https://jupyterhub.cuahsi.org as soon as possible. For additional information r
egarding this new platform and instructions for downloading data, see https://pages.hydroshare.org/apps/C
UAHSI-JupyterHub/.
Keywords: deprecated, Legacy, JupyterHub, v1.4
Version: 1.1
Date created: 2017-04-25T14:32:05.043298Z
Last updated: 2020-06-12T14:45:59.471130Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: GenericResource, RasterResource, RefTimeSeriesResource, TimeSeriesResource, N
etcdfResource, ModelProgramResource, ModelInstanceResource, GeographicFeatureResource, ScriptResourc
e, CollectionResource, CompositeResource
Home page url: https://jupyter.cuahsi.org/user/_/tree/notebooks
Launch with resource url: https://jupyter.cuahsi.org:8080/jupyter?husername=${HS_USR_NAME}&resourcet
ype=${HS_RES_TYPE}&resourceid=${HS_RES_ID}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/7d472293c09a46c59cdef9160665603a
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
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Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: GeoTrust Server
Icon url: https://4bsd.biz/static/assets/images/new_GeoTrust.png
{'value': 'https://4bsd.biz/static/assets/images/new_GeoTrust.png'}
App owner: GeoTrust CDM
Author Link: /user/1435/
Authors: GeoTrust CDM
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This is a web application to download and repeat a GeoUnit package from R-Server
Keywords: GeoUnit, Repeat, GeoServer
Version: None
Date created: 2017-06-03T16:49:19.382057Z
Last updated: 2017-10-25T17:00:34.339851Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: GenericResource, CompositeResource
Home page url: http://34.201.59.24:8888/geotrust
Launch with resource url: http://34.201.59.24:8888/geotrust/res_id=${HS_RES_ID}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/3af03976ef5f48198dc5df1dbd8d128b
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: GeoTrust
Icon url: https://www.hydroshare.org/static/img/resource-icons/webapp48x48.png
{'value': 'https://www.hydroshare.org/static/img/resource-icons/webapp48x48.png'}
App owner: Bakinam Essawy
Author Link: /user/878/
Authors: Bakinam Essawy
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This app is used to execute the scuint package for the MODFLOW-NWT model. During testing of the
work, this app is linked to a deployed EC2 machine on AWS. Full instruction is provided at https://github.com
/uva-hydroinformatics/Sciunit_HydroShare_Implementation for how a user could deploy this on AWS to repr
oduce this work.
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Keywords: MODFLOW-NWT-scuint
Version: None
Date created: 2017-06-12T13:58:14.473992Z
Last updated: 2018-06-12T17:35:56.675086Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: GenericResource, ModelProgramResource, ModelInstanceResource, MODFLOWMo
delInstanceResource, CompositeResource
Home page url: None
Launch with resource url: http://ec2-34-228-56-62.compute-1.amazonaws.com/sciunit/${HS_RES_ID}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/126701df868e4da9872d9b533db34ae6
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: isPartOf Essawy, B. (2018). ModflowNwtCollection, HydroShare, http://www.hydroshare.org/reso
urce/bf598099ed384540aaa9284b7343a717
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: Landlab Jupyter Terminal at CUAHSI
Icon url: http://landlab.github.io/assets/Landlab-logo.png
{'value': 'http://landlab.github.io/assets/Landlab-logo.png'}
App owner: Christina Bandaragoda
Author Link: /user/259/
Authors: Christina Bandaragoda, Dan Ames
Contributors: Nicole Gasparini, Erkan Istanbulluoglu, Greg Tucker, Katherine Barnhart
Contributor links: /user/570/, /user/521/, /user/342/, /user/1211/,
Abstract: This is the Landlab CUAHSI Jupyter Hub Terminal Launcher. Here is the view of what the new Jupyt
erHub server will look like http://jh-gcloud.cuahsi.org/hub/spawn
This is where that page is built: https://github.com/CUAHSI/JupyterHub/blob/master/configs/config-templ
ate.yaml
The model specific versions are here: https://github.com/CUAHSI/cuahsi-model-images
Keywords: google cloud, jupyter hub, Jupyter, Landlab
Version: 1.0
Date created: 2017-10-02T22:32:34.435451Z
Last updated: 2019-09-25T19:37:58.001737Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: GenericResource, CompositeResource
Home page url: http://jh-gcloud.cuahsi.org/hub/spawn
Launch with resource url: http://jh-gcloud.cuahsi.org/hub/spawn
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/cc5eff485c98427b99e0e8b63ec7ee3b
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Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: CUAHSI, National Science Foundation
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: EPA WATERS Services App
Icon url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/watershed_delin/images/icon_1.gif
{'value': 'https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/watershed_delin/images/icon_1.gif'}
App owner:
Author Link:
Authors: , Xiaohui Qiao, Dan Ames
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This app allows you to perform various navigation and data exploration tasks on the NHD Plus data
set using web services provided by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. A full description of t
he web services used by this app is available here.
Keywords: Water, NHD, App, Tethys, EPA
Version: None
Date created: 2017-12-07T15:24:26.511001Z
Last updated: 2017-12-07T15:27:27.883994Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: None
Home page url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/apps/watershed-delin/
Launch with resource url: None
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/1b9cc60d98984f9daac005d611437231
Source code url: https://github.com/danames/tethys_watershed_delin
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: National Water Model Forecast Viewer App
Icon url: https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/static/nwm_forecasts/images/nwm_forecasts.png
{'value': 'https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/static/nwm_forecasts/images/nwm_forecasts.png'}
App owner:
Author Link:
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Authors: , michael souffront, Zhiyu (Drew) Li, Jim Nelson, Dan Ames
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: The NWM Viewer app has 2 main features provided in Home Mode and Subset Mode respectively:
Home Mode: Retrieve and View NWM Time Series for a single stream reach, reservoir or grid cell.
Subset Mode: Subset NWM outputs (NetCDF files) with a watershed polygon to get 'shrunken' NetCDFs that o
nly contain data for a specific area.
Keywords: National Water Model, NWM, Subsetting, NetCDF
Version: 1.2
Date created: 2017-12-07T15:33:38.929828Z
Last updated: 2018-04-24T06:39:22.643268Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: None
Home page url: https://hs-apps.hydroshare.org/apps/nwm-forecasts/
Launch with resource url: None
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/6946805f095e46f495b6ab1c6dc064b5
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: Data Rods Explorer App
Icon url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/data_rods_explorer/images/DataRodsExplorer_icon.png
{'value': 'https://apps.hydroshare.org/static/data_rods_explorer/images/DataRodsExplorer_icon.png'}
App owner: Gonzalo E. Espinoza
Author Link:
Authors: Gonzalo E. Espinoza, David Arctur,
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: The Data Rods Explorer (DRE) is a web client app that enables users to browse several NASA-hosted
data sets. The interface enables visualization and download of NASA observation retrievals and land surface
model (LSM) outputs by variable, space and time. The key variables are precipitation, wind, temperature, surf
ace downward radiation flux, heat flux, humidity, soil moisture, groundwater, runoff, and evapotranspiration.
These variables describe the main components of the water cycle over land masses.
Keywords: LSM, Land Surface Model, NASA
Version: None
Date created: 2017-12-07T15:38:48.388371Z
Last updated: 2017-12-07T15:46:30.444695Z
Supported aggregation types: None
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Supported resource types: None
Home page url: https://apps.hydroshare.org/apps/data-rods-explorer/
Launch with resource url: None
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/9e860803f84940358a4dd0e563a96572
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
------------------------Title: GABBs MultiSpec Online
Icon url: https://engineering.purdue.edu/~biehl/MultiSpec/images/MultiSpec-icon.gif
{'value': 'https://engineering.purdue.edu/~biehl/MultiSpec/images/MultiSpec-icon.gif'}
App owner: Larry Biehl
Author Link:
Authors: Larry Biehl, Abdur Rahman Maud, Wei-Kang Hsu, Tsung Tai Yeh
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: This web app launches the MultiSpec Online tool on MyGeoHub (https://mygeohub.org) for geospat
ial data exploration, analysis and visualization.
Keywords: Geospatial data visualization, GABBs
Version: None
Date created: 2017-12-08T15:25:20.450391Z
Last updated: 2019-08-20T16:44:23.901698Z
Supported aggregation types: NetCDFLogicalFile, GeoRasterLogicalFile
Supported resource types: RasterResource, NetcdfResource, CompositeResource
Home page url: https://mygeohub.org/tools/multispec
Launch with resource url: https://mygeohub.org/tools/multispec/invoke?params=file:/srv/irods/external/
hydroshare/${HS_USR_NAME}/${HS_RES_ID}/data/contents/${HS_FILE_NAME}
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: https://mygeohub.org/tools/multispec/invoke?params=file:/srv/irods/ex
ternal/hydroshare/${HS_USR_NAME}/${HS_RES_ID}/data/contents/${HS_AGG_PATH}
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/8e4efd86e06d4bdabd9a56753a6a1a57
Source code url: None
Help page url: None
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: None
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
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------------------------Title: View in Model My Watershed
Icon url: https://www.hydroshare.org/resource/7da3501f2de2461b9a8c4e593400d019/data/contents/W
WLogo.jpg
{'value': 'https://www.hydroshare.org/resource/7da3501f2de2461b9a8c4e593400d019/data/contents/W
WLogo.jpg'}
App owner:
Author Link:
Authors: , David Tarboton, Anthony Keith Aufdenkampe
Contributors: None
Contributor links: None
Abstract: Model My Watershed® (MMW) is a watershed-modeling web app that enables citizens, conservatio
n practitioners, municipal decision-makers, educators, and students to
- Analyze land use and soil data in their neighborhoods and watersheds
- Model stormwater runoff and water-quality impacts
- Compare how different conservation or development scenarios could modify runoff and water quality
With this App, you can create a new MMW project for an area of interest, or load an existing MMW project, tha
t has been exported as a HydroShare resource. You can modify the land cover for an area of interest or add be
st management practices (BMPs) to evaluate the impact on stormwater runoff and water quality.
Keywords: MMW
Version: None
Date created: 2018-02-02T17:05:48.321239Z
Last updated: 2018-12-18T19:12:35.763939Z
Supported aggregation types: None
Supported resource types: CompositeResource
Home page url: https://modelmywatershed.org
Launch with resource url: https://modelmywatershed.org/project/via/hydroshare/${HS_RES_ID}/
Launch with file url: None
Launch with default aggregations: None
web app connector url: http://www.hydroshare.org/resource/88f69c2de0414d5dbeb9538eca0b7527
Source code url: https://github.com/WikiWatershed/model-my-watershed
Help page url: https://wikiwatershed.org/documentation/mmw-tech/
Mailing page url: None
Issues page url: None
Relations: isDescribedBy https://wikiwatershed.org/documentation/mmw-tech/
Funding agencies: None
Copyrights This resource is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY. http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
-------------------------
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